
Hey there!

Here are the last four posts published in Nov/Dec 2019 at bfilipek.com

Lazy Initialisation in C++ and Multithreading

https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/11/lazyinit-multithreading.html

In the previous post about lazy initialisation, we showed examples and differences between using raw pointers,
unique_ptr  and std::optional  to store the object and create it later. However, we implemented the samples from
the perspective of single-threaded scenarios.

In this post, we’ll try to fill the gap and show you how to make your lazy objects available in a multithreading
environment.

Multithreading and Lazy Initialisation

If your application creates several threads that might access such “lazy” resource, you might run into troubles. How do
you know if the resource is initialised only once? What if two threads try to invoke the init code?

To create a background, you’ll find an example below that operates on a vector of Employees. Each employee contains
a record that will be fetched from a database. We want a lazy call to the database, so each object at the start knows
only its ID and then connects to the DB if needed.
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class Employee {
public:
    explicit Employee(size_t id, const CompanyDatabase& db) : _id(id), _db(&db) { }

    std::string Name() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_name; }
    std::string Surname() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_surname; }
    std::string City() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_city; }
    TSalary Salary() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_salary; }

    friend std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream& os, const Employee& em) {...}
private:
    void MakeSureWereReady() const {
        if (!_rec)
            _rec = _db->FetchRecord(_id);
    }

    size_t _id{ CompanyDatabase::InvalidID };
    mutable std::optional<CompanyDatabase::EmployeeRecord> _rec;
    const CompanyDatabase* _db;
};

The class stores an observing pointer to a database, and in each getter, we make sure we have the data loaded before
accessing it.

For a reference here’s the CompanyDatabase::EmployeeRecord  structure that holds the data:

using TSalary = long; // might be replaced into decimal, fixed-point type...

struct EmployeeRecord { 
    std::string _name; 
    std::string _surname; 
    std::string _city; 
    TSalary _salary{ 0 };
};

CompanyDatabase  is just a simple class that contains some preallocated data in a vector.

See the full code here: @Wandbox

To illustrate that we might have issues with multithreading, let’s look at the following use case:

https://wandbox.org/permlink/7Z3tSbucxT9mEBNq


void SalaryTask(const std::vector<Employee>& workers) {
    auto SalaryOp = [](TSalary curr, const Employee& em) {
        return curr + em.Salary();
    };
    const auto sumSalary = std::accumulate(std::cbegin(workers), std::cend(workers), 0, SalaryOp);
    std::cout << "Sum salary: " << sumSalary << '\n';
}

void CityTask(const std::vector<Employee>& workers) {
    std::map<std::string, int> mapByCity;
    for (auto& em : workers)
        mapByCity[em.City()]++;

    for (const auto& [city, num] : mapByCity)
        std::cout << city << ": " << num << '\n';
}

void OptionalTest() {
    CompanyDatabase db;
    std::vector<Employee> workers;
    for (size_t i = 0; i < db.MaxEntries(); ++i)
        workers.emplace_back(Employee{ i, db });
    
    std::thread t1(SalaryTask, std::cref(workers));
    std::thread t2(CityTask, std::cref(workers));
    t1.join();
    t2.join();
}

The code creates a vector of workers and then it passes the vector into two tasks: one that calculates the salary, and
the other for some location stats.

If we’re lucky, and there are no “collisions” we might get the following output:

Fetching record: 0
Fetching record: 1
Fetching record: 2
Fetching record: 3
Sum salary: 440
Cracow: 2
Warsaw: 2

What we have here is a nice serial execution.

First, the salary thread kicks in and calls the getter of Salary()  that causes to fetch record from the database. Each
database access prints some output, so we can see which element is referenced. Later, the city thread starts and then
there are no needs to get the data from the database.

It’s super simple, with only four elements… but still, on Wandbox I could get the following output:



Fetching record: Fetching record: 0
0
Fetching record: 1
Fetching record: 2
Fetching record: 3
Sum salary: 440
Cracow: 2
Warsaw: 2

The above output means that two threads tried to access the first element simultaneously!

Or even

Fetching record: 0
Fetching record: 0
Fetching record: 1
Fetching record: 1
Fetching record: 2
Fetching record: 3
Sum salary: 440
Cracow: 2
Warsaw: 2

Now, we duplicated access for two elements…

The final computations are correct and such access is not harmful to our particular example, but some worse things
could happen in a real application.

At this point we also have to make a disclaimer: for our test application, we assume that once the records are read
from the DB, the code only reads the data and doesn’t modify it (doesn’t change the values for employees in the input
vector). In other words, we focus only on the lazy init part.

OK, how to make our code safer?

Adding Mutexes

As with most of the multithreading scenarios, we should be aware of data races. It means that to have safe code, we
need to wrap it in some form of a critical section.

Let’s try a first solution with a mutex:



class EmployeeMut {
public:
    explicit EmployeeMut(size_t id, const CompanyDatabase& db) : _id(id), _db(&db) { }
    
    std::string Name() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_name; }
    std::string Surname() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_surname; }
    std::string City() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_city; }
    TSalary Salary() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_salary; }

    friend std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream& os, const EmployeeMut& em) { ... }
    
private:
    void MakeSureWereReady() const {
        if (!_rec)  {
             std::scoped_lock lock(mut); // !! !!
             if (!_rec)
                _rec = _db->FetchRecord(_id);
         }
    }

private:
    size_t _id{ CompanyDatabase::InvalidID };
    const CompanyDatabase* _db;
    
    mutable std::mutex mut;
    mutable std::optional<CompanyDatabase::EmployeeRecord> _rec;    
};

What I did here is a simple addition of std::mutex  to the class…, and that’s all… but of course, when I tried to compile
it, you’ll get an error. Do you know what’s wrong here?

.

.

.

std::mutex  is not copyable nor moveable, so it means that if you want to use it as a class member, then you need to
write custom copy ctors, assignments and other special functions.

As a basic solution, I used the following implementation:

~EmployeeMut() { }

EmployeeMut(const EmployeeMut& other) noexcept 
    : _id(other._id), _db(other._db), _rec(other._rec) { }
EmployeeMut& operator=(const EmployeeMut& other) noexcept 
    { _id = other._id; _db = other._db; _rec = other._rec; return *this; }
EmployeeMut(EmployeeMut&& other) noexcept 
    : _id(other._id), _db(other._db), _rec(std::move(other._rec)) { }
EmployeeMut& operator=(EmployeeMut&& other) noexcept 
    { _id = other._id; _db = other._db; _rec = std::move(other._rec); return *this; }

In the above code, I’m skipping the mutex, and I assume that such copy/move actions are only invoked in a well defined
serial scenario.



To improve the implementation, you might want to check this solution suggested at StackOverflow: mutex - How
should I deal with mutexes in movable types in C++? - Stack Overflow. It handles read and write scenarios.

Running the code

If we test the EmployeeMut , we should always get the correct order.

Fetching record: 0
Fetching record: 1
Fetching record: 2
Fetching record: 3
Cracow: 2
Warsaw: 2
Sum salary: 440

Full code at @Wandbox

Using std::call_once()

Since C++11 we can also use possibly simplified approach: std::call_once() :

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/29986208/how-should-i-deal-with-mutexes-in-movable-types-in-c/29988626#29988626
https://wandbox.org/permlink/OwW42DqpaBQhGfwx


class EmployeeOnce {
public:
    explicit EmployeeOnce(size_t id, const CompanyDatabase& db) : _id(id), _db(&db) { }
    ~EmployeeOnce() { }

    EmployeeOnce(const EmployeeOnce& other) noexcept : _id(other._id), _db(other._db), _rec(other._rec) 
    EmployeeOnce& operator=(const EmployeeOnce& other) noexcept { _id = other._id; _db = other._db; _rec 
    EmployeeOnce(EmployeeOnce&& other) noexcept : _id(other._id), _db(other._db), _rec(std::move(other._rec
    EmployeeOnce& operator=(EmployeeOnce&& other) noexcept { _id = other._id; _db = other._db; _rec = std
    
    std::string Name() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_name; }
    std::string Surname() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_surname; }
    std::string City() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_city; }
    TSalary Salary() const { MakeSureWereReady(); return _rec->_salary; }

    friend std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream& os, const EmployeeOnce& em){ }
    
private:
    void MakeSureWereReady() const {
        if (!_rec) {
            std::call_once(_flag, [&]() {   // !!!
            if (!_rec)
              _rec = _db->FetchRecord(_id);
            });
        }
    }

private:
    size_t _id{ CompanyDatabase::InvalidID };
    const CompanyDatabase* _db;
    
    mutable std::once_flag _flag;
    mutable std::optional<CompanyDatabase::EmployeeRecord> _rec;    
};

To use call_once  in our code, we need to store a flag that will indicate if the callable object was invoked or not. As
you can see, this is _flag  in EmployeeOnce . Later, we only changed MakeSureWereReady()  which now calls
std::call_once() .

What I noticed is that once_flag  is much smaller than std::mutex . It’s just 8 bytes in GCC 9.2, vs 30 bytes for a
mutex.

The trouble is that in all of the special functions we cannot copy or reassign the value of the once flag, as it’s not
copyable nor moveable. If you copy an object that is already initialised, then the copy will have an unset flag.
Potentially that might cause call_once()  to fire again. Still, we protect that with if (!_rec)  condition, so we
should be safe here… however I’m not 100% sure here.

Full Working Code

Have a look at the working example below:

https://wandbox.org/permlink/nBbeydUlyLc54DDJ

https://wandbox.org/permlink/nBbeydUlyLc54DDJ


Summary

In the blog post, you’ve seen a scenario where unprotected lazy init code was fired twice when only two threads
performed some actions. As a simple solution, we improved the pattern by protecting the initialisation step with a
mutex and then with std::call_once . Still, the code is relatively simple and might fail when the data is modified and
not only read. So at the moment, I need to leave the topic and wait for your input and feedback.

What patterns do you use for such lazy initialisation in a multithreaded environment?

A Programmer’s Guide to Performance Analysis & Tuning
on Modern CPUs

https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/11/perfguidecpu.html

They say "performance is king’… It was true a decade ago and it certainly is now. With more and more data the world
generates each day, we need more and more computing power to process it.

It used to be the case that some SW vendors preferred to wait for a new generation of HW to speed up their
application and did not spend human resources on making improvements in their code. When it’s no longer the case
that each HW generation provides a significant performance boost, we must start paying more attention to how fast
our code actually runs.

[TOC]

This article is a guest post from Denis Bakhvalov:

Denis has more than 10 years of industry experience with C++. He works at Intel doing C++ compiler development.
Denis makes his blog easyperf.net, where he focuses on performance.

What is performance analysis?

I see lots of people rely on their intuition when they try to optimize their application. And usually, it ends up with
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random fixes here and there without making any real impact on the performance of the application. I believe that
finding the right place to fix should be a result of careful performance analysis, not intuition. But even then, it’s only
half of the job. The second half is to actually fix it properly.

Often changing one line in the program source code can yield 2x performance boost. Performance analysis is all about
how to find and fix this line! Missing such opportunities can be a big waste.

Why do we need performance analysis?

Modern CPUs are getting more and more cores each year. As of the end of 2019, you can buy the top bin server
processor which will have more than 100 logical cores. This is very impressive, but that doesn’t mean we don’t have to
care about performance anymore. Very often, application performance might not get better if you assign more cores
to it. Understanding why that happens and possible ways to fix it is critical for future scaling of the product. Not being
able to do proper performance analysis and tuning leaves lots of performance on the table.

It’s so tempting to ask: “Why HW does not solve all our problems? Why compilers do not solve all our problems?” The short
answer is: they do certainly help, but they can’t solve all of the problems. Modern CPUs execute instructions at
incredible speed, but still can’t do much if the instructions that are used to perform the job are not optimal or even
redundant. Compilers are usually full of heuristics that work well in general but do not cover all the corner cases; it’s
simply impossible.

Given that, we as maintainers of our code have no excuse for blaming compilers or HW and not doing performance-
related work ourselves. I’m sure that the value of careful performance analysis and tuning will only increase over the
upcoming years.



Who needs performance analysis?

Modern CPU is a very complicated thing. But relax, there is no single person in the world who understands all the
aspects of how modern multicore CPU works. Unfortunately, that means that the topic of performance analysis is
quite complicated with all sorts of unfamiliar metrics and terminology. That’s why I always strive to keep the things
simple in my blog. I believe that there is a simple bridge to the world of performance analysis.

“Okay, okay, I buy it, but the topic seems too big, where should I start?” My blog (easyperf.net) covers lots of
performance-related topics very extensively, but for someone just starting, this post will be a good overview.

Later in the article, I will touch on the following 4 pillars of the subject:

1. How to configure machine and measure performance properly?
2. What features for performance analysis does HW provide and how SW tools interact with them?
3. Essential methodologies in performance analysis.
4. How to address typical performance problems.

Take it as a roadmap if you will.

Conducting fair performance measurements

There are many different features in HW and SW that are intended to increase performance automagically. But some
of them have non-deterministic behaviour. Take turbo boost feature, for example: if we start two runs, one right after
another on a “cold” processor, first run will possibly work for some time in overclocked mode (read: work faster), but
the second run will operate on its base frequency without entering the turbo mode. That’s where variation in results
might come from.

Since we have little control over such features, it makes sense to disable them for the time of the experiment to
receive more consistent results. Ideally, in such cases, we want all the potential sources of performance non-
determinism to be disabled in a system. This article is an attempt to bring all the tips together, provide examples and
give instructions on how to configure your machine correctly.

Profiling applications

Probably, the oldest method for doing performance analysis is the code instrumentation. We all did it many times.
Remember when you insert some printf  statement at the beginning of the function just to count the number of
times the function was called? Ha, me too. This is the easiest and likely the most precise and verbose technique to
analyze the performance of the application. Yet code instrumentation has serious disadvantages. In particular, large
overhead and the need to recompile the app every time we want to count something different. People do not use
manual code instrumentation these days very often.

So, during the years, new methods for doing performance analysis have been developed. One of them is based on
performance monitoring interrupts (PMI) and is known as “profiling”. The easiest way to look at it is the following. If
you use a debugger and will stop the program every second and record the place where you stop, you will get a
collection of the samples. If you then aggregate all the samples and make a histogram, it will show you where your
program spends time the most. This is the oversimplified description of what profiling tools are doing, but the idea is
similar. There are automated tools like Linux “perf” and “Intel Vtune” that record thousands of interrupts (samples) per

https://easyperf.net/
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second while your program is running and then aggregate information about them.

The underlying component that allows this to happen is the Performance Monitoring Counter (PMC). It allows
counting different events. A simple example of using PMC can be count how much assembly instructions were
executed since the beginning of the application. I.e. we can configure it in such a way that with every executed
assembly instruction our HW counter will be incremented by one.

For a profiling case, PMC can be used in a little bit more sophisticated way. Let’s imagine our CPU runs at 1GHz, that’s
10  cycles per second. To interrupt the program each time after one million (10 ) cycles (at the frequency of 1000
samples per second) we would do the following steps:

1. set counter to -1'000'000
2. enable counting
3. wait for the overflow which will be issued by the CPU
3.1. disable counting when it happens
3.2. catch the PMI
3.3. inside the interrupt handler capture instruction pointer (IP).
4. go to step 1

Now, if we aggregate all the collected IPs together, we will know the hottest spots in our program.

For a ground-up introduction on PMUs read this blog post. For underlying mechanics of profiling with Linux “perf”
tool read this article.

While profiling being the most popular use case of utilizing HW performance monitoring capabilities, it’s not the only
one. If you want to know what other advanced features modern CPUs provide and how to utilize them take a look at
the following articles: this, this and this.

Finally, the concept of tracing might be very helpful for performance analysis as well. If you’re familiar with Linux
strace/ftrace  tools this won’t be new to you. While interrupt-based monitoring by definition skips a significant
number of events we are interested in, tracing captures them all. You can view it as a hybrid solution of code
instrumentation and interrupt-based monitoring. Tracing technologies take the best of both worlds. It is not that
expensive as instrumentation but allows to capture a lot of information about the execution of the program. Processor
tracing capabilities in modern CPUs allows tracing almost every assembly instruction at a relatively low overhead.
Read more about Processor Traces (PT) here.
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Performance analysis methodologies

In the most straight forward case identifying hotspots of the application will be all that you need. You might see some
part of the code which shouldn’t be consuming that much time actually does so. In such case you can implement high-
level transformation to optimize the runtime. For example, this could be a situation when you see some redundant
work is done and can be avoided in certain scenarios.

However, when all the low-hanging fruits (high-level optimizations) are implemented and you still need some
improvements in order to meet the requirements, you need additional information, not just the hotspots. This is what
you can consider as “tuning” (low-level optimizations). Modern CPUs have support for such tuning as well.

It’s important to understand that even with the best support CPU might provide, it can’t do miracles if the application
has major performance issues. For example, if the program does sorting with BubbleSort, it’s no point to even look into
advanced CPU performance metrics, we need to fix the major problem first.

Now, let’s demystify what do I mean by low-level optimizations. The compiler usually performs low-level
transformations and often target a particular platform on which the code will be running on. This is not something a
programmer typically do, but which can significantly improve the runtime performance of the program. Well-known
examples of such transformations are:

Function inlining
Loop unrolling
Vectorization

There are many existing methodologies to do performance analysis, but not so many of them are robust and formal.
One can go a naive path of just profiling the app and trying to grasp through the hotspots hoping to find something
there. This often leads to random experiments in which sometimes you can be lucky. So, when doing
microarchitectural optimizations (another term for low-level analysis), we’ve better rely on something robust and
proven.

One of such methodologies is called Top-down Microarchitecture Analysis Method (TMAM). This is an iterative
process of identifying the source of the problem, finding the exact place in the code where the issue occurs and fixing
it. The process is designed in a way to characterize the bottleneck of the application by putting it in one of the 4
buckets: “Retiring”, “Bad Speculation”, “Front-End Bound” and “Back-End Bound”. After that you keep drilling down
inside a single bucket to find specific type of event that is limiting the application’s performance. When you finally
found what type of bottleneck you are dealing with, you need to run the app again and locate places where this
particular type of event is triggered. After the issue is fixed you start over the TMAM process until you get the
performance you are looking for.

Analyzing multithreaded apps.

Multithreaded applications have their own specifics. Certain assumptions of single-threaded execution are invalid
when we’re dealing with multiple threads. For example, we can’t no longer identify hotspots by looking at a single
thread. Profiling a thread which is waiting during most of the running time won’t sched light on the reason why our
multithreaded application is not scaling well.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bubble_sort
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inline_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_unrolling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vectorization
http://www.brendangregg.com/methodology.html
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Another example is: When dealing with the single-threaded application, optimizing one portion of the program usually
yields positive results on performance. However, it’s not necessary the case for multithreaded applications. There
could be one thread which does some very heavy operation, and which acts as a barrier for all the others. I.e. even
though most part of the threads already finished their job, the process will not exit until there is one thread that is still
running.

But the most important and complex feature of multithreaded applications is locking. Having threads communicate
efficiently is essential on the way to fully utilize all of the compute power in the system. Like with functions, some
locks could be accessed more frequently than the others, so it’s important to know which locks are hot and focus on
those. Also, there are interesting effects like false sharing that do not occur in the single-threaded world.

If you want to know more about different aspects of how to analyze the performance of multithreaded applications, I
wrote a series of articles about that topic.

Tuning examples

According to my personal experience, ~90% of all optimizations can be done on the source code of the application
without touching the environment, like a compiler, OS settings, etc. If you choose to master the skill of performance
tuning, you’ve better be familiar with the recipes for typical performance problems.

At the beginning of 2019, I started making challenges with the goal of practice tuning existing benchmarks. There you
can find examples of possible optimization opportunities with a detailed description of how they were found. Feel free
to use them as templates when optimizing your application.

I hope this was useful and I will be extremely happy if this will help developers to optimize their code.

How to Convert Numbers into Text with std::to_char in
C++17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_sharing
https://easyperf.net/blog/2019/10/05/Performance-Analysis-Of-MT-apps
https://easyperf.net/contest/


https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/11/tochars.html

In this post, I’ll show you how to use the newest, low-level, conversion routines form C++17. With the new
functionality, you can quickly transform numbers into text and have super performance compared to previous
techniques.

Intro

Until C++17, we had several ways of converting numbers into strings:

sprintf  / snprintf
stringstream

to_string

itoa

and 3rd-party libraries like boost - lexical cast

And with C++17 we get another option: std::to_chars  (along with the corresponding method from_chars ) ! The
functions both reside in the <charconv>  header.

Why do we need new methods? Weren’t the old technique good enough?

In short: because to_chars / from_chars  is low-level, and offers the best possible performance.

The new conversion routines are:

non-throwing
non-allocating
no locale support
memory safety
error reporting gives additional information about the conversion outcome
bound checked
explicit round-trip guarantees - you can use to_chars  and from_chars to convert the number back and forth,
and it will give you the exact binary representations. This is not guaranteed by other routines like
printf/sscanf/itoa, etc.

A simple example:

https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/11/tochars.html
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std::string str { "xxxxxxxx" };
const int value = 1986;
std::to_chars(str.data(), str.data() + str.size(), value);

// str is "1986xxxx"

The new methods are available in the following compilers:

Visual Studio 2017 15.9 - full support ( from_chars  and also
to_chars ) (see notes about changes in 15.8 and in 15.9)

There are still some missing elements in the floating point
implementation for to_chars , see [this extensive comment at r/cpp from Stephan T. Lavavej]
https://www.reddit.com/r/cpp/comments/a2mpaj/how_to_use_the_newest_c_string_conversion/eazo82q)
to know more.

GCC - 8.0 - still in progress, only integer support
Clang 7.0 - still in progress, only integer support

The Series

This article is part of my series about C++17 Library Utilities. Here’s the list of the articles:

Refactoring with std::optional
Using std::optional
Error handling and std::optional
Everything You Need to Know About std::variant  from C++17
Everything You Need to Know About std::any  from C++17
std::string_view  Performance and followup
C++17 string searchers and followup
Conversion utilities - about from_chars.
How to get File Size in C++? and std:filesystem::file_size Advantages and Differences
How To Iterate Through Directories this article!
Working with the Path object from std::filesystem  - soon!

Resources about C++17 STL:

C++17 In Detail by Bartek!
C++17 - The Complete Guide by Nicolai Josuttis
C++ Fundamentals Including C++ 17 by Kate Gregory
Practical C++14 and C++17 Features - by Giovanni Dicanio
C++17 STL Cookbook by Jacek Galowicz

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/vcblog/2018/09/18/stl-features-and-fixes-in-vs-2017-15-8/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/visualstudio/releasenotes/vs2017-relnotes#-c
https://www.reddit.com/r/cpp/comments/a2mpaj/how_to_use_the_newest_c_string_conversion/eazo82q
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/04/refactoring-with-c17-stdoptional.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/05/using-optional.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/05/errors-and-optional.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/06/variant.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/06/any.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/07/string-view-perf.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/07/string-view-perf-followup.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/08/searchers.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/08/searcher-preprocessing.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2018/12/fromchars.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/01/filesize.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/01/filesizeadvantages.html
https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/04/dir-iterate.html
https://leanpub.com/cpp17indetail?utm_source=blog&utm_campaign=stdcpp17series
https://leanpub.com/cpp17indetail?utm_source=blog&utm_campaign=stdcpp17series
https://leanpub.com/cpp17
https://pluralsight.pxf.io/c/1192940/424552/7490?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pluralsight.com%2Fcourses%2Fcplusplus-fundamentals-c17
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Using to_chars

to_chars  is a set of overloaded functions for integral and floating-point types.

For integral types there’s one declaration:

std::to_chars_result to_chars(char* first, char* last,
                              TYPE value, int base = 10);

Where TYPE  expands to all available signed and unsigned integer types and char .

Since base  might range from 2 to 36, the output digits that are greater than 9 are represented as lowercase letters:
a...z .

For floating-point numbers, there are more options.

Firstly there’s a basic function:

std::to_chars_result to_chars(char* first, char* last, FLOAT_TYPE value);

FLOAT_TYPE  expands to float , double  or long double .

The conversion works the same as with printf  and in default (“C”) locale. It uses %f  or %e  format specifier favouring
the representation that is the shortest.

The next function overload adds std::chars_format fmt  that let’s you specify the output format:

std::to_chars_result to_chars(char* first, char* last, 
                              FLOAT_TYPE value,
                              std::chars_format fmt);

chars_format  is an enum with the following values: scientific , fixed , hex  and general  (which is a composition
of fixed  and scientific ).

Then there’s the “full” version that allows also to specify precision :

std::to_chars_result to_chars(char* first, char* last, 
                              FLOAT_TYPE value,
                              std::chars_format fmt, 
                              int precision);

The Output

When the conversion is successful, the range [first, last)  is filled with the converted string.

The returned value for all functions (for integer and floating-point support) is to_chars_result , it’s defined as
follows:



struct to_chars_result {
    char* ptr;
    std::errc ec;
};

The type holds information about the conversion process:

Return
Condition

State of from_chars_result

Success
ec  equals value-initialized std::errc  and ptr  is the one-past-the-end pointer of the characters
written. Note that the string is not NULL-terminated.

Out of
range

ec  equals std::errc::value_too_large  the range [first, last)  in unspecified state.

As you can see, we have only two options: success or out of range - as there’s a chance your buffer doesn’t have
enough size to hold the result.

An Example - Integer types

To sum up, here’s a basic demo of to_chars .

#include <iostream>
#include <charconv> // from_chars, to_chars
#include <string>

int main() {
    std::string str { "xxxxxxxx" };
    const int value = 1986;
 
    const auto res = std::to_chars(str.data(), 
                                   str.data() + str.size(), 
                                   value);
                                   
    if (res.ec == std::errc())    {
        std::cout << str << ", filled: "
            << res.ptr - str.data() << " characters\n";
    }
    else if (res.ec == std::errc::value_too_large) {
        std::cout << "value too large!\n";
    }
}

Below you can find a sample output for a set of numbers:

value  value output

1986 1986xxxx, filled: 4 characters

-1986 -1986xxx, filled: 5 characters



19861986 19861986, filled: 8 characters

-19861986 value too large!  (the buffer is only 8 characters)

value  value output

An Example - Floating Point

On MSVC (starting from 15.9, full support in 16.0 + improvements later) we can also try the floating-point support.

std::string str{ "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx" }; // 15 chars for float

const auto res = std::to_chars(str.data(),
    str.data() + str.size(),
    value);

if (res.ec == std::errc())     {
        std::cout << str << ", filled: "<< res.ptr - str.data() << " characters\n";
        }
    else if (res.ec == std::errc::value_too_large)     {
        std::cout << "value too large!\n";
    }

Below you can find a sample output for a set of numbers:

value  value format output

0.1f - 0.1xxxxxxxxxxxx, filled: 3 characters

1986.1f general 1986.1xxxxxxxxx, filled: 6 characters

1986.1f scientific 1.9861e+03xxxxx, filled: 10 characters

Benchmark & Some numbers

In my book, I did some perf experiments for integer conversions, and the new functionality is several times faster than
to_string  or sprintf  and more than 10… or even 23x faster than stringstream versions!

I also have to check the floating-point support, but the results that I see from various places also claim order of
magnitude speedup over the older techniques.

See the Stephan T. Lavavej’s talk about implementing charconv in MSVC where he shared some floating-point
benchmark results.

C++20 on the Way

In C++20, we’ll have more methods that allow us to convert data into strings and format them.

The library is called std::format and is based on a popular framework {fmt}



Have a look: https://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/utility/format

So far (Nov 2019) any of the standard library implementations don’t offer std::format, but we can try an example from
the base library:

Taking some samples from https://www.zverovich.net/2019/07/23/std-format-cpp20.html:

std::vector<char> buf;
std::format_to(std::back_inserter(buf), "{}", 42);
 // buf contains "42"

You can also check out this blog post that nicely introduces you to the concepts of {fmt} :
An Extraterrestrial Guide to C++ Formatting - Fluent C++

As for the benchmarks you can read this one: http://www.zverovich.net/2013/09/07/integer-to-string-conversion-in-
cplusplus.html, but unfortunately there’s no comparison with std::to_chars .

Summary

With C++17, we got new functionality that allows easy and low-level conversions between numbers and text. The
new routines are potent and expose all the information you need to create advanced parsers or serialises. They won’t
throw, won’t allocate, they bound check, and they offer super performance.

Read here about the corresponding from_chars  method

Extra: since CppCon 2019 Microsoft opened their STL implementation, so you can even have a look at the code of
charconv!

And maybe there’s hope that the code will be used in GCC and Clang library implementations, as they lack for floating
post support now. Do you know any rumours about that?

I also highly suggest watching Stephan’s talk about the progress and the efforts for full charconv support. The feature
looked very simple at first sight, but it appeared to be super complicated to support as the C library couldn’t be used,
and everything had to be done from scratch,

Floating-Point <charconv> : Making Your Code 10x Faster With C++17’s Final Boss by Stephan T. Lavavej

Threading in C++17: Loopers & Dispatchers

https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/12/threading-loopers-cpp17.html
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Multithreading is a tough nut in software development. Not just because there are dozens of ways to approach a
single problem, but also since one can get so many things wrong.

In this article, I want to present how to realize the concept of a Looper with Dispatchers  in C++17.

[TOC]

This article is a guest post by Marc-Anton Boehm-von Thenen:

Marc (a.k.a DottiDeveloper) is a freelance software engineer primarily working with C++, C# as well as a lecturer in
the games and graphics programming environment.
He has been developing his spare-time, playground project “ShirabeEngine” for more than 2.5 years, which made
C++ the primary aspect of his everyday job and passion.
But wait, there’s more: He is a passionate dad, loves music, drawing and painting as well as creating analogue
learning games for school children (more on this publicly in march 2020).
Check out his github, XING, LinkedIN and twitter profiles and his blog at http://craft-deploy.it/

Introduction

Many widely used systems are based on this paradigm, despite their various expressions of the individual use case
based on it.

Just to name a few:

AndroidOS - Loopers as a message queue and one or more Handler types, depending on the specific message.
(See: https://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/Looper )

Qt Framework - Also as message queue upon which the signal and slot mechanism is built to signal across thread
boundaries.
(See: https://doc.qt.io/qt-5/signalsandslots.html and https://woboq.com/blog/how-qt-signals-slots-work.html )

Windowing systems with a UI-Thread and event-callbacks.

Most Game-Loops in game engines (even though they might not be reusable components), which attach to the main
thread and hook into operating system specific event systems - the classic WINAPI-hooks (admit it, you know them ;) )

Let’s examine the concept.

The problem: Executing long(er) running tasks on worker threads

https://www.bfilipek.com/2019/12/threading-loopers-cpp17.html
https://github.com/BoneCrasher
https://www.xing.com/profile/MarcAnton_BoehmvonThenen/cv
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marc-anton-boehm-von-thenen/
https://twitter.com/DottiDeveloper
http://craft-deploy.it/
https://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/Looper
https://doc.qt.io/qt-5/signalsandslots.html
https://woboq.com/blog/how-qt-signals-slots-work.html


Usually, it is no problem to start a thread and execute a function on it, e.g. using C++11’s <thread>  and std::thread :

#include <thread>
#include <iostream>
#include <stdint.h>

void work(uint32_t const &aNumberOfIterations)
{
    for(uint32_t k=0; k<aNumberOfIterations; ++k)
    {
        std::cout << "I am a manifestation of an iteration\n";
    }

    // Thread will terminate here.
}

// ...
std::thread worker(work); // ATTENTION: Will start immediately!
worker.join(); // Block and wait for completion 
// ...

So, why not use it everywhere and be happy?

Well, threads are not for free.

There will at least be a stack allocated for the thread. There is the management of all threads to be done with respect
to the governing process in kernel space and the operating system implementation. Also, when having a large number
of threads, scaleability, will almost certainly become a critical factor, regarding the huge amount of permutations of
target systems.

And even worse, the specific expression of a thread is dependent on the operation system and the threading library
used.

See:
https://eli.thegreenplace.net/2016/c11-threads-affinity-and-hyperthreading/

Finally, we hardly have any control about the threads and its execution.

Are things executed in proper order?
Who maintains the threads?
How to receive results from asynchronous execution?
What about task priorities or delayed insertions?
Maybe even event-driven dispatching?

As long as we don’t have co_routines  and executors , let’s look at another way to approach thread reusability and
controlled threading.

May I introduce: Loopers

Loopers, in its core, are objects, which contain or are attached to a thread with a conditional infinite loop, which runs

https://eli.thegreenplace.net/2016/c11-threads-affinity-and-hyperthreading/


as long as the abort-criteria is unmet. Within this loop, arbitrary actions can be performed.
Usually, a methodology like start , run  and stop  are provided.

Let’s derive an example class in three steps.

Wrapping a thread
First things first, we define the CLooper -class, which contains an std::thread -member and a run -method, which
will create the thread, invoking runFunc  - our second method - implementing the effective thread operation.

#include <thread>
#include <atomic>
#include <memory>
#include <functional>
#include <stdexcept>

class CLooper
{
public:
    CLooper() 
    { }
    // Copy denied, Move to be implemented

    ~CLooper()
    {
    }

    // To be called, once the looper should start looping.
    bool run()
    {
        try 
        {
            mThread = std::thread(&CLooper::runFunc, this);
        }
        catch(...) 
        {
            return false;
        }

        return true;
    }

private:
    void runFunc() 
    {
        // Thread function
    }

private:
    std::thread mThread;
};

Running the infinite loop
Then, we add the infinite loop to the looper implementation as well as an atomic flag mRunning  and a corresponding
getter running()  indicating whether the looper is running or not.



public: // Methods
    bool running() const 
    {
        return mRunning.load();
    }

private: // Methods
    // Conditionally-infinite loop doing sth. iteratively
    void runFunc() 
    {
        mRunning.store(true);

        while(true)
        {
            try
            {
                // Do something...
            }
            catch(std::runtime_error& e) 
            {
                // Some more specific
            }
            catch(...) 
            {
                // Make sure that nothing leaves the thread for now...
            }
        }

        mRunning.store(false);
    }

private: // Members
    std::atomic_bool mRunning;

Stopping the looper cleanly
In order to stop the looper, however, we need some more methodology.

We add an abort-criteria to the infinite loop - mAbortRequested  - of type std::atomic<bool> , which is checked
against in each iteration.

We also add a private method abortAndJoin() , which will set the mAbortRequested -flag to true, invoke join()  on
the thread and waits until the looper-function has been exited and the worker thread was joined. The destructor will
also invoke abortAndJoin()  in case the looper goes out of scope.

The public method stop()  serves as a public API handle to control the looper.



public: // Ctor/Dtor
    ~CLooper()
    {
        abortAndJoin();
    }

public: // Methods
    void stop()
    {
        abortAndJoin();
    }

private: // Methods
    // Conditionally-infinite loop doing sth. iteratively
    void runFunc() 
    {
        mRunning.store(true);

        // We now check against abort criteria
        while(false == mAbortRequested.load())
        {
            try
            {
                // Do something...
            }
            catch(std::runtime_error& e) 
            {
                // Some more specific
            }
            catch(...) 
            {
                // Make sure that nothing leaves the thread for now...
            }
        }

        mRunning.store(false);
    }

    // Shared implementation of exiting the loop-function and joining 
    // to the main thread.
    void abortAndJoin()
    {
        mAbortRequested.store(true);
        if(mThread.joinable())
        {
            mThread.join();
        }
    }

private: // Members
    std::atomic_bool mAbortRequested;

This basic construct can now be used as follows:



auto looper = std::make_unique<CLooper>();

std::cout << "Starting looper" << std::endl;
// To start and run
looper->run();

std::this_thread::sleep_for(std::chrono::seconds(5));

std::cout << "Stopping looper" << std::endl;
// To stop it and clean it up
looper->stop();
looper = nullptr;

Filling it with life: Tasks

The above example implementation, however, is an iterative no-op, it doesn’t do anything.

Let’s base upon it and fill it with life by permitting the looper to execute something.

In the context of loopers, these are little executable portions of code sharing a common signature, i.e. one or more
Tasks, which can be fetched from an internal collection, e.g. a FIFO-queue, and be executed on the worker thread.

Let’s start with the definition of a task type by adding this to the CLooper -class:
using Runnable = std::function<void()>;

Next, permit the looper to hold runnables by adding

std::recursive_mutex mRunnablesMutex;

std::queue<Runnable> mRunnables;

to the list of members.
The mutex is required to guard against simultaneous access to the task collection by the worker and dispatching
thread.

In order to access the Runnables, in case the queue is not empty, add the below function.

Runnable next()
{
    std::lock_guard guard(mRunnablesMutex); // CTAD, C++17

    if(mRunnables.empty())
    {
        return nullptr;
    }

    Runnable runnable = mRunnables.front();
    mRunnables.pop();

    return runnable;
}

And finally, in order to have the runnables be executed, add the below snippet into runFunc 's try-block.



using namespace std::chrono_literals;
Runnable r = next();
if(nullptr != r)
{
    r();
}
else
{
    std::this_thread::sleep_for(1ms);
}

If there were any means of adding tasks yet, the looper would happily process the tasks pushed to the vector now.

Accepting work: Dispatchers

The looper still is useless, since no tasks can be pushed to the queue.

The final concept to solve this is the Dispatcher.

Imagine the dispatcher to be a bouncer in front of the looper.
It will accept a task but will manage insertion into the working-queue.
This way, some fancy usage scenarios can be enabled, e.g. delayed execution or immediate posting.

In this blog-post, however, I will elaborate regular FIFO-insertion only.

Let’s describe the dispatcher-class briefly, as a nested class in CLooper  BELOW the alias Runnable .

public:
    using Runnable = std::function<void()>;

    class CDispatcher
    {
        friend class CLooper; // Allow the looper to access the private constructor.

    public: 
       // Yet to be defined method, which will post the runnable 
       // into the looper-queue.
       bool post(CLooper::Runnable &&aOther);

    private: // construction, since we want the looper to expose it's dispatcher exclusively!
        CDispatcher(CLooper &aLooper)
            : mAssignedLooper(aLooper)
       {}

    private:
       // Store a reference to the attached looper in order to 
       // emplace tasks into the queue.
       CLooper &mAssignedLooper;
    };

With this definition given, we add a std::shared_ptr<CDispatcher> mDispatcher;  in CLooper and add
mDispatcher(std::shared_ptr<CDispatcher>(new CDispatcher(*this)))  to the constructor’s initialization-list.



Remark:
The std::shared_ptr<T> -constructor is required over std::make_shared , since the constructor of CDispatcher  is
private and inaccessible from std::make_shared .

Next, add the below method into the CLooper -class, in order to retrieve the dispatcher:

std::shared_ptr<CDispatcher> getDispatcher()
{
   return mDispatcher;
}

Next, let’s implement the CDispatcher 's post -method as below:

bool post(CLooper::Runnable &&aRunnable)
{
   return mAssignedLooper.post(std::move(aRunnable));
}

And finally, add this private method to CLooper .

private:
    bool post(Runnable &&aRunnable)
    {
        if(not running())
        {
            // Deny insertion
            return false;
        }

        try
        {
            std::lock_guard guard(mRunnablesMutex); // CTAD, C++17

            mRunnables.push(std::move(aRunnable));
        }
        catch(...) {
            return false;
        }

        return true;
    }

The whole construct can be used as follows now:



auto looper = std::make_unique<CLooper>();

std::cout << "Starting looper" << std::endl;
// To start and run
looper->run();

auto dispatcher = looper->getDispatcher();

std::cout << "Adding tasks" << std::endl;
for(uint32_t k=0; k<500; ++k)
{
    auto const task = [k]()
    { 
        std::cout << "Invocation " << k 
                  << ": Hello, I have been executed asynchronously on the looper for " << (k + 1) 
                  << " times." << std::endl;
    };

    dispatcher->post(std::move(task));
}

std::cout << "Waiting 5 seconds for completion" << std::endl;
std::this_thread::sleep_for(std::chrono::seconds(5));

std::cout << "Stopping looper" << std::endl;
// To stop it and clean it up
dispatcher = nullptr;
looper->stop();
looper = nullptr;

Working example: @Wandbox

Where to continue from here?

This example code can be improved in a lot of places and is far from perfect and I would say not necessarily even safe.

It can be extended using <future>  and it’s std::future  and std::promise  features to execute
asynchronously  and receive a result .
The dispatcher can be extended to permit priority execution  (immediate execution) and delayed execution .
The entire looper can be made lock-free .
We could attach a messaging system upon the looper.
We could support handlers and different handler-types for dispatched messages, i.e. functors, which are
automatically invoked based on some identifying criteria in the message or being provided by the dispatcher.

There are many things we can do, which we will maybe describe in follow-up posts.

Conclusion

This construct is a good starting point to regain control of your threading and reuse threads while simultaneously
reducing threading-overhead.

https://wandbox.org/permlink/mAlCD9lhjNVGv9vo


The design is simple and comprehensible and permits thread-safe dispatching of work-items to a single worker-thread
while reducing the spread of thread-dispatches throughout the codebase.

It has its limitations, though!

The looper is just a control-construct attached to a single worker-thread and can not handle parallelized execution or
workload balancing, which Thread-Pool s with work-stealing  are perfect for.

But, if there’s a single worker thread required for a specific type of tasks, the Looper can be a more simple and more
comprehensible approach to solve the multithreading issue!
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